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The custom o±' renting land dates far
back in history, and its influence has been felt in the industrial and social character of 
every great nation. It has influenced the degradation of powerful classes from independence 
to serfdom. Tt has been the accompaniment and sometimes the cause of the growth of castes 
that have brought with them disaster and ruin. It has been the precursor, and a not unimport­
ant cause, of the political downfall of great 3tates and the destruction of the life of more 
than one great people. Tndeed, it is not too much to 3ay that' no single feature of economic 
life has had a more determining influence on civilization and on the destiny of nations than 
has the system of land tenure. So true is this, that it is well recognized that the strength 
of a country, at any rate down to the beginning of the modern industrial era, lay in the num­
ber of its people who owned and cultivated their own land. The "small farmer" has ever been 
an important factor in social, economio and political affairs; so important, indeed, that we 
may almost say that according as this class has been numerous and prosperous their country has 
been great and wealthy. Tt is true that the rise of the manufacturing industry has developed a 
middle cla3S, who to-day largely take the place, politically and socially, of the small farmer; 
nevertheless in countries like our own in which industry is mainly agricultural, it is a matter 
of no small importance that the social and economic independence of the tillers of the soil
a
should be preserved. Democracy is subject to no greater danger than the concentration of the
land in the hands of the few. It is a matter of considerable importance therefore for us to
consider whether it is truef as is often said, that the land of our country is gradually pas­
sing from the ownership of those who cultivate it into the hands of wealthy capitalists.
The lessons of history are certainly significant, as bearing on the conditions exist­
ing in the United States to-day. In Greece, from the earliest times, agriculture was regarded 
as the most honorable of occupations and the necessary basis of political stability. This 
opinion was held not only because the farm supplied the indispensable wants of the state but 
because it exercised a most beneficial influence in developing.the character regarded as neces­
sary for citizenship. The Greek states throughout their history aimed at fostering an agricul­
tural class. "The territory of the state wa3 regarded as belonging to it alone; the citizens
had merely an enjoyment of it, subordinate to the general interest, hence the frequent parti­
tions of the soil and the constant intervention of the law to regulate the distribution of 
property."* Again and again in the history of different Greek states we find laws passed for 
the purpose, not only of preventing land concentration, but even tor forcibly redistributing 
land that was already concentrated. The laws of Solon in Athens and of Lycurgus in Sparta
both had this in view. The laws of Solon, enacted in the early part of the sixth century, B.C.
limited the amount of land that might be held by any one individual. Lycurgus is said to have
been the author of a law enacted in the ninth century B.G., which divided the property of
"Laveleye, "primitive Property," p. lbl.
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of Sparta into a certain number of allotments, giving an equal portion to each citizen.
Notwithstanding the efforts of statesmen, inequality of land owning became more and 
more prevalent in Greece, especially in the wealthier states, until in the time of Aristotle 
most of the land had fallen into the hands of a few persons "possessed of colossal fortunes."*
According to Aristotle tnis concentration of landed property was carried so far that in the
i
time of Agis TIT. (3S8-SS1 B.G.) the whole of Laconia was the property of one hundred persons.
t/ /The population rapidly decreased. The number of men capable of bearing arms was reduced from 
ten thousand to one thousand even in the time of Aristotle and was only seven hundred in the 
tifrie of Plutarch. Aristotle saw no other remedy for the decay of the state than a partition 
of lands, with a view to a reestablishment of equality of property."*
This centralization of property was augmented by the law of Epitadeu3° which pro­
vided fo r the free disposal of the "allotments" ol land which had been made by the laws of
Solon. Most of these soon fe$l into the hands of a few powerful families, and the poorer cit­
izens sank lower in the scale of poverty. They became tenants or serfs to the purchasers of 
the land, who became their over-lords and, by gaining control of the chief magistracy, were 
able to oppress their inferiors without hindrance. It no doubt often happened that the poorer
tenants went to their over-lords for an advance of money or were unable to pay the rent of the
land when it became due. The law3 of debt were hard and if the debt was not paid promptly,
* Laveleye, Prim. Prop., 181. °Epitadeus lived about 400 B.C.
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the debtor or even his children, or both, might be enslaved. By this means many of the poor 
peasants fell into the hands of the land-owners. Some were sold out of the country as slaves 
and their children were reduced to a like condition.
Laveleye sums up the economic study of the concentration of land in Greece in this 
passage: "The economic history of Sparta, repeated in the other Greek states, is very similar 
to that of Rome. So long as equality was maintained by the families preserving their patri­
mony, political liberty survived. When once the rich usurped the soil, the struggle of classes 
began, and was only ended by the establishment of despotism and the destruction of the state.
Tn the other Greek republics we find the same economic evolution as at Sparta, the concentra­
tion of landed property, the advance of inequality, cultivation by slaves, whose number is con­
tinually increasing, and finally depopulation. Equality was the basis of Greek democracies, 
inequality was their ruin." Tn this historical sketch of property in Greece, there appear many 
evils, which seem*: to have undermined the life of the various states. The most conspicuous was 
without doubt the great accumulation of the land by a few individuals and the resulting de­
struction of the small farming class. The land was thus depleted of its strength and fell an 
easy prey to civil war and foreign conquest.
ROME.
Land-holding in Rome as in Greece changed from a system of small farmers, cultivat­
ing their own lands, to one of centralization in which large tracts were owned by wealthy in-
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dividuals. The growth of the power of Home, the increase of wealth, the acquisition of large 
dependencies and the increase of slave labor, all tended toward the breaking down of the old 
system and the gradual disappearance of the small peasant proprietors. In their place sprang 
up great land owners with their "farmers and slaves." The oountry in the immediate vicinity 
of the city of Rome was the first to feel this change about the third century B.C. The peas­
ants, unable longer to compete with slave labor and the more advantageous position of the 
large owners, sold their 3mall estates and flocked to the city. The revolution, however, 
spread rapidly over the whole of Italy and the number of well-to-do farmers became very much 
less. The large estates were cultivated generally by slaves, and the poorer class was compell­
ed to go either to the cities and towns or to gain a living in the pursuit of'war.
Gradually the extermination of the small farmers sapped tne source of the military 
strength of Rome. For it was the yeomanry who formed the flower of her army in her ear}.y days, 
and when they disappeared she had to depend on mercenaries. From this time we find her army 
filled with men drafted from her conquered provinces. Tt was no longer an army of the Roman 
people, with the interests of Rome their first consideration and inspired by patriotic devotiorj 
to their native land. Her military strength henceforth depended not on the spirit of her cit­
izens but on her power to draft and her ability to pay unwilling legionaries. Her future 
greatness was to rest not on the broad basis of a happy and. patriotic democracy but rather on 
the power of her public officials to extract from her dependencies the means of supporting
b
those who enlisted in her service. This was obviously a state of affairs highly favorable to 
that centralization of power whereby the Roman Republic merged into the Roman Empire and the 
Empire itself fell to pieces.
The process of rural dissemination however did not go on unobserved. From time to 
time the wise men of Rome endeavored to check it. The Licinian laws*, with this object in 
view, were enacted about 550 B.C., and their good effects were immediately felt. "The Republic 
was saved for a time by the better distribution of the soil, which increased the number of 
free proprietors and of soldiers. Historians are unanimous in commending the good effects of 
the Licinian laws. 'The century which follows the Licinian laws,' says M. Laboulaye, 'is the 
one in which the soldiers of Rome seem,inexhaustable."But for the salvation of Rome an 
agrarian law was not sufficient. It required a series of such measures and a consistent pol­
icy, having in view the suppression of large properties, and the reconstitution of small ones. 
Unfortunately, fresh conquests were continually putting new lands, and slaves for the culti­
vation of them, at the disposal of the rich; and consequently it was impossible to stop the 
growth of latifundia.
Thus we see that the efforts to check the process,of crushing out the peasantry were 
unsuccessful. Tt continued until the whole of Italy was owned by a few individuals and the 
free population was almost entirely destroyed. At one time half of Roman Africa was owned by 
six persons and the land of Italy was so centralized as to call forth the following comment 
•They provided that no Roman citizen might occupy more than 500 jugera of land.
7from Seneca,-- "A country which once contained a whole people too narrow ior a single individ­
ual.' Its rivers run for one man; and, from their source to their mouth, their vast plains, 
once powerful kingdoms, are your property." And Laveleye adds, "The freeman was destined to 
sink into idleness; for the soil was tilled by slaves and entirely in the hands of the rich, 
who had no need of him."
Thus we find, in Home as in Greece, that the growth of inequality of landed property 
proceeded until the poorer class was crushed and the power of the nation destroyed. Tn Greece 
the small land-holders became the tenants and ultimately the serfs of the noMlitv; Rome 
they were forced from the land and their places taken by slaves supplied from the ranks of the 
prisoners of war. Greece fell as a result of the struggle between rich and poor.* The Romani 
state was weakened by the destruction of the poorer free men and the depopulation of the rural 
districts of Italy. The ultimate cause in both countries was the accumulation and concentra­
tion of landed property and the subordination of the poor to the rule of the rich. Laveleye 
sums up the discussion oi the land system *of Rome in this passage: "The concentration of prop­
erty in a few hands, by multiplying the number of slaves, dried up the natural 3ource of 
wealthfr-free and responsible labor; and by destroying the sturdy race of proprietor cultivators 
at once excellent soldiers and good citizens, who had given Rome the empire of the world, it 
destroyed the foundation of republican institutions." "Latifundia perdidere Ttaliam. 1 Land
concentration destroyed Italy. The fall of Rome justifies the phrase, which echoes through
* Bockh, --  Public Economy of Athens.
athe centuries and is a warning to modern societies.
Prior to the Norman Conquest the German "Mark" prevailed in England and is the prim­
itive form from which the later system of land-holding grew. The village-community was a so­
ciety oi iree proprietors holding allotments of land. Part of this land was enjoyed in com­
mon, as wood-land or pasture; another part was divided into lots belonging to individual own­
ers, but tilled or reserved as meadow land according to a fixed order of common husbandry; 
while still a third part comprised a number of small enclosures which belonged to each family 
privately. The land held by each family was allotted by law, but probably not equally, and 
the chiefs held a larger portion than the common citizens. -These chiefs or large land-holders 
gradually crowded out the small holders and usurped a larger portion of the common land. But 
it was not until the coming in of the Norman noblemen that large holdings became numerous 
and the oorflition of the peasant farmers became one of poverty and oppression. After the Con­
quest the land was parcelled out to nobles and the former occupants became to a large extent 
serIs. This state of affairs continued until the thirteenth century, when the peasants began 
to enjoy greater advantages. Tenure by Copyhold was introduced into England and money rent 
took the place of rent in kind. Under the Copyhold lease the tenant could hold the land a3 
long as he continued to pay the fixed rent, and at his death it was conveyed to his heirs.
The tenant by Copyhold, though in name a tenant, enjoyed the advantages of an owner and was 
generally regarded as the proprietor of his farm. The small farmers continued to increase in
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numbers under the Copyhold system unti1 they became the most powerful class in England. "It 
was this yeomanry," says Laveleye, "which made the power of England, and conquered the French 
Chivalry in the wars of a century.^ Hallam says it is the proud independence of this noble 
stock 01 free socage tenants that has given so marked a stamp to the national character and 
established so much freedom in our constitution. 'These commonly live wealthily, keep good 
houses, and travail to get riches. They are also for the most part farmers to gentlemen, or, 
at tne least, artificers, and do come to great wealth; insomuch that many of them are able and 
do buy the lands of unthrifty gentlemen, and are often setting of their sons to the schools, 
to tne universities, and to the inns of court, or otherwise leaving them sufficient lands 
whereby they may live without labor, do make them by those means to become gentlemen. These 
wore they that in times past made all France afraid. *tf
Toward the end of the sixteenth century the great lords began to crowd these yeomen
from the common land by enclosing it and cultivating it for their own use. There were numerous
uprisings among the peasants during this period against the "enclosures which deprived them 
ot their lands," but the work of concentration went on and by the end of the eighteenth cen­
tury the class of small farmers had entirely disappeared. Karl Marx, in his Das Kapital. says,
"I most lament the loss of our yeomanry, that set of men who really kept up the independence 
01 txild oat ion; and sorry I am to see their lands now in the hands of monopolizing lords, ten­
anted out to small farmers, who hold their leases on such conditions as to be little better
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than vassals, ready to attend a summons on every mischievous message."
Land concentration was carried to such an extent, that at the end of the eighteenth 
century Laveleye says.it was not an uncommon thing to find four or five rich cattle raisers 
usurping property that v/as formerly the farms of twenty or thirty small holders, yhe country 
poor were reduced to laborers or very poor tenants, and the story of the oppression of the 
Greek and Roman small holders was repeated in England. In Ireland and Scotland, the same 
changes were going on; the land was falling into the hands of a few and the peasant class was 
sinking deeper and deeper in poverty and distress. Mr. Bright said, in a speech delivered at 
Birmingham in 18B0, that one-half of the soil of Scotland belonged to ten or twelve persons 
and that the monopoly of landed property was continually increasing and becoming more and more
ihe 1 oregoing brief study reveals the important influence which the concentration of 
landed property and the growth of tenant farming have had in the economic and social history of 
three o± the greatest nations of the world. In each country concentration took place gradually
exclusive.
but ultimately has spread over the whole country. Its growth either made the peasant farmers 
the oppressed tenants of the great land owners, a3 in Greece, or compelled them to leave the 
land entirely, as in Rome and England. In England the growth of manufactures, coming as it
did at the time when the small farmers were being compelled 
j.rom the suffering that v/as experienced by the peasants of Gr
them
eece. But they were reduced from
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an independent country life to one or dependence and were placed in a lower social status 
than before. Thus in England where the conditions were most favorable the growth of large 
holdings resiilted in national loss, both socially and economically.
In discussing the subject, of tenant farming in the United States, it is necessary to 
take into account the modifications in its character and effects caused by the nature of mod­
ern industrial life and by the particular economic and social conditions of our own country.
The growth of manufactures has been, perhaps, the most important factor in modify­
ing the tendency toward land monopoly in recent times. Manufacturing has in many places ar 
forded a larger and more paying field to the capitalist than land. The progress in inventions,
which has made possible rail-road3 and steam-ships and has promoted the growth of manufactures
*
and mercantile enterprises, has been not a small factor in directing capital into,other chan­
nels than the accumulation of land. The social distinction attached to land-holding ana liv­
ing by agriculture does not exist in the United States as it did in olden times everywhere and
ckt
in England at present. Slavery, which made possible the cultivation of large farms at little
A ~~--
expense, no longer exists. On the other hand there are some features of our modern system 
which promote centralization and favor the growth of large holdings. The security oi landed 
investments is a factor which works toward concentration, a3 land affords a very sale and prof­
itable place for capital. Modern governments do not interfere with private property in land 
as was the custom in the older nations. The rapid development 01 manufactures and other large
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business enterprises resulting from new inventions, while they give an opening for investments, 
also afford a place of employment for dissatisfied farmers, who may sell their small farms and 
move to the towns and cities, their property going into the hanas of wealthy individuals who 
will rent them out to tenants. This is similar to what took place in Rome when the small land- 
owners gave up their farms to take part in the great wars. The rapid increase of foreigners 
in the United States, especially of the lower class, who are willing to live cheaply and pay 
large rents, is not unlikely to make labor cheap and drive out the small proprietor at a not 
distant day.
How far tnese features of our modern industrial system affect the general tendency 
in the matter under disoussion can be decided only by a study of the facts as they exist. Are
concentration of land and tenant farming increasing among us so that we may expect the destruc-
£
tion of tne small farmer and a repetition of the evil3 that were so prevalent in the systems 
oi tne nations of history9 The question is of great importance, and the answer to it must be 
significant oi the future of our political and social life. The census of 1690 snows that the 
number of farm-renting families in that year was 54.06 per cent of all farm families. The 
highest amount of farm tenancy was in the south and the highest average for any state was in 
Mississippi, where the percentage was 62.27. South Carolina came next with 61.49 per cent, 
Geoigj-a third with 56.10 per cent and Alabama fourth with 56.65 per cent/' These are all cot­
ton states and their large percentage of tenant farmers is due principally to the change
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wrought by the aivil war on the conditions which existed there previous to the war. At that 
time the agricultural land of the South was cultivated by large planters, who were wealtny and 
independent. The war drafted nearly all the able-boaied men and made a radical change in the 
system of agriculture. Large plantations could not be cultivated as iormerly for lack of la­
bor and capital; and a sub-division into tenancies was the result.
According to the census, the smallest percentage 01 tenant larming appears in Okla­
homa (4.95), where the settlers did not begin to acquire the land until 1889.. Tn the South At­
lantic and South Central division of the country nearly one-half (45. 8 4 and 48.27 per cent 
respectively) of the farm families are tenants; in the North Central division, a little more 
than one-fourth (28.49 per cent); in the North Atlantic division, a little more than one-fifth 
(21.45); and in the Western division, a little less than one-fifth (18.91 per cent).
A study of the census report of 1890, which treats of farm proprietorship by counties',
t
shows tnat farm tenancy is generally highest in those counties in which the price of land is 
highest, and vice versa** Tn the section of the country where the population is largely com­
posed of negroes the percentage of tenents is generally large, and the same thing is often 
found in counties with large cities.
The average size of farms in the United States in 1880 was 134 acres; in 1890, 137 
acres, showing an increase of three acres in average size. The Southern States and tne older 
*See series of maps in the census report on Real Rstate Mortgages.
states or the North show a general decrease. The increase is in the northern states of the 
Middle West and West. The change in the South is no doubt due to the tendencies resulting 
from the war and indicates a spread of tenancy, or de-concentration. Tn the older inhabited 
states of the North, the change probably indicates a more intensive cultivation. ' There are 
three states the census figures for wnich vary so much in the average size of farms from 15oQ 
to 1590 as to indicate a very grave error. The census of 1550 reports the average 3ize oi 
farms in Arizona to be 177 acres, wnile in 1590 it is reported at 910 acres. The average size 
of farms in Nevada, according to the census for 1550 is 57a acre3 and in la90 it jumps to 1501 
acres. Tn laaO the size of farms in Wyoming average 272 acres and in 1590, 556 acres. These 
great changes can scarcely be accounted for, and seem either to indicate grave errors in the 
census of 1590 or else show a change in the basis of investigation.
From the study of the census returns of 1550 and 1590 we have found --
T. That the percentage of tenant farming has increased.
TT. That tenancy is much more prevalent in the South than in other parts of the country(ow- 
ing to the effects of the war).
III. That the percentage of tenant farms i3 greatest in the more productive counties of the 
United States.
TV. That tenancy is generally very prevalent in a district where the negro population is 
large.
V. That the number of farms was larger in 1590 than in 1550, but smaller in Illinois.
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VI. That the average size ol‘ farms has increased since ltfbO.
Tn order to get at the present condition oi farm nolding in Illinois, an investiga­
tion has been carried on fcyithe University. Circulars * were sent out to six hundred and fifty 
township assessors throughout the State, asking the questions stated on page 15. Township as- 
sesaora were chosen, because in the system of collecting taxes in Illinois, the assessor visits 
every iarta family in the township each year and is generally..an old resident who is weliable to; 
tell who are land owners and wno renters. The books in his possession describe the number ol 
acres in each larm, enabling him to give the average size of farms, and from his visits to the 
families he learn3 whether they are (foreignors or Americans. The Townships were selected from 
various parts ol each county so as to get returns representative of the general condition 
througnout the State. Tn tho3e counties whicn do not have township organization, the names of 
the district assessors were obtained from the county treasurers and a circular sent to each. 
Several county treasurers did not send in the lists however and no replies were obtained from 
these counties. Of the one hunared and two counties in the State, replies were received from 
seventy-four. The total number of replies received was one hundred and ninety-six or not 
quite one-third of the number sent out. The total number or farms in the State in 1«90 was 
£52,953, and the number reported in the replies to the circulars was 32,352 or about one-eighth 
of the total number of farms. This gives an idea of the extent of the investigation and how
*See page 15.
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far the results shown by it may be accepted, as true. Replies were received from several town­
ships in some counties and from only one m  others, but the townships generally are' distribut­
ed pretty well throughout the State and the results may be regarded as representing quite ac­
curately the existing conditions.
The following questions were 3ent to the assessors.* The total number of farms in 
the township was asked for, in order to get a basis of comparison with the number of rented 
farms. The second question concerning the size of farms was asked to throw some light upon 
land centralization. The fourth was asked to determine whether or not the larger farms were 
being worked by tenants; the fifth, to gain some information concerning the socialogical con­
dition of farm renters and to determine how far foreigners are taking the place of the Ameri­
can farmer. The sixth wa3 asked to get the opinions of the assessors on the growth of farms, 
and the returns are used as a check on the average size of farms.
The answers to the questions are quite complete and generally show care ana study.
There are some cases in which the replies are in "round numbers" and indicate guesses; as lor 
example those from Richfield, in Adams County, Woodland in Carroll, and some others. These
however are not used in figuring out the percentages of rented farms or the average size of
farms, and thus do not enter into the results for counties.
The results are herein tabulated!
•See page lu.
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Adams Kerne 280 140 50 . 85 85 Smaller 1/2 eachBeverly 148 42 28 147 179 No change AmericanRichfield' 7 200 25 13* 5-320 75-160 Larger tlEllington 330 132 40 70 90 Smaller ForeignLaPrairie 218 109 50 160 160 n 1/2 eachLiberty 120 20 16 80 80 ti American1096 443 40.4 103.2 113.6
Bond North Okaw 230 102 44 160 120 Larger AmericanBurgess 200 120 60 100 100 i ForeignShoal Creek 300 100 33 80 90 Smaller American730 322 44.1 110.7 103.2
Boone LeRoy 166 62 37 130 160 Larger AmericanBoone 287 75 26 80 160 § ForeignManchester 168 52 30 158 120 Same 1/2 eachCalidonia 200 50 25 160 160 tf Foreign821 239 29.1 125.5 151.3
Bureau Concord 141 65 46 154 171 Larger ForeignLaMoille 139 50 35 167 166 No report AmericanGreenville 82 60 73 160 165 Larger ForeignSelby 280 100 35 80 100 If ftNeponset 125 60 48 120 120 Smaller tl767 335 43.7 124.5 138.8
Carroll Woodland 135 15 11 40-400 80-200 Same Both Am.& For.














19Change m  Nationality of 
size of renters, Ameri- 
all farms can or Foreign
Shannon m 23 35 170 166 Same AmericanWysox 150 60 40 160 200 Larger It351 98 27.9 163.1 190.6
Champaign Newcomb 184 62 33 100 160 Smaller ForeignPhilo 162 78 48 142 123 Larger 1/2 eachScott 135 72 53 168 186 I I AmericanHensley 120 40 33 176 160 II tlCompromise 200 64 32 160 120 I t ForeignSadorus 190 70 36 120 100 It AmericanSt. Joseph 150 72 46 153 . 140 I f n1141 458 40.1 142.8 139.8
Clark Johnson 150 27 18 62 116 Larger American /Denison 450 175 38 60 40 n tf
600 202 33.7 60.5 50.1
Clay Xenia 190 19 10 60 75 Smaller AmericanLarkinsburg 250 42 17 70 64 It ti440 61 13.9 65.7 67.4
Clinton Sugar Creek 148 77 52 130 120 Larger 1/2 eachBreese 174 80 46 132 132 tt American322 157 48.7 131.0 126.1
Coles Humboldt 298 145 48 118 120 Larger AmericanAshmore 200 150 70 80 80 It If498 295 59.2 102.7 99.6
Cook Bloom 177 70 39 123 115 Larger 3/4 Foreign
Crawford Martin 300 100 33 120 48 Smaller American
























DeKalb 200 75 37 115 115 Larger Poreign
314 90 28.7 142.2 133.2
DeWitt Nixon 120 73 60 145 80-400* Same American
DeWitt 80 2G 32. 200 200 Larger tt
200 99 49.5 167
Douglas Newman 125 75 60 200 160
1
Smaller American
DuPage Li s 1 e 275 156 5t> 130
X
100 Smaller Poreign
Naperville 180 150 83 60-300* 150 Same German
Bloomingdalel40 68 48 80-200* 100-150* It tt
Downer's Gr.300 120 40 100 250 Larger Foreign
895 494 55.2 114.3 159. 8
Edgar Kansas 180 45 23 120 160 Larger American
Paris 253 163 64 107 160 Smaller If
433 208 48 112.4 160
Edwards Fr. Greek 171 Not -given — 80 80 Larger American
Effingham Effingham 200 35 17 100 60 Same American
Ford Dix 212 132 62 160 160 Larger 1/2 each
Lyman 210 130 41 124 140 tt 2/3 Foreign
Ford 310 124 40 120 120 Same Foreign
732 386 52.8 132.7 140.2
Franklin Northern 400 100 25 60 40 Larger American
Fulton Vermont 300 100 33 100 100 Smaller American
Cass 200 80 40 124 124 Not g'n Not given
500 180 36 109.6 110.7























Grundy Nettle Creek 140 74 54 100 150 Smaller 3/4 American
Hamilton Mayberry 500 200 40 00 40 Larger American
Hancock St. Mary's 400 75 18 80-100* 40 Same Am. and Foreign
Henry Galva (Not g'n) 05 1O0 100 Larger 1/2 Am., 1/2 For.
Annawan 145 5b 39 120 100 Smaller Foreign
Kewarioe 170 120 29 120 120 t! 2/3 AmericanOxford 125 175 0 0 1O0 100 Larger Foreign
Andover 150 70 40 148 100 It It
Edford 145 55 20 120 120 ft tt755 359 48. 9 132.5 117.8
Iroquois Crescent 155 40 25 180 120 Smaller Foreign
LoveJoy 101 03 0 2 228 1O0 Larger American
Sheldon 144 75 52 100 100 Same Ameri can
Chebause 500 140 40 100 120 It Foreign
700 318 45.4 174.2 137.3
Jackson Grand Tower 30 20 55 140 90 Larger American
Jo Daviess Rush 190 14 7 123 200 Smaller American
Kane Burlington 115 57 49 200 240 Larger Am. and Foreign
Kankakee Bourbonnais 202 23 11 120 100 Smaller Am. and Foreign
St. Anne 225 20 9 80 80 Larger French
427 43 10.1 99 122.7
Kendall Seward 144 48 33 loO 80--100* Same Foreign
Big Grove 120 80 0 0 100 1O0 Larger It
Kendall 140 22 15 100 100 It It
404 150 37. 1 loo 147.1
o v J-- Total Per c 't Average Av. size Change in .... 2 2-Nationality of
farms Farms farms size all rented size of renters, Ameri­
County Township returned rented rented farms farms all farm3 can or Foreign
Knox Turno 100 50 50 80 -100* 80-100 * Larger American
Chestnut 156 51 33 148 148 Smaller Foreign
Henderson 516 146 28 75 76 tt tt
772 247 32 91.9 94.6
Lake Libertyville 162 43 23 116 123 Same 1/2 each
Barrington 165 75 45 150 160 Larger Foreign
Avon 157 25 15 146 142 Smaller American
504 143 28.4 136. 5 145.8
Lasalle Meriden 143 50 35 160 160 Larger Forei gn
Waltham 238 85 36 160 80 tt 1/2 each
Ragle 95 12 12 200 160 It Foreign
Freedom 170 65 38 130 147 tt tt
Mission 112 43 38 140 120 Same tt
753 255 33.9 155.3 123.3
Lawrence Christy 200 25 12 100 100 Smaller American
Russell 150 20 13 80 160 t it
350 45 12.9 91.4 126.7
Lee Dixon 120 40 33 100 100 Same American
Wyoming 120 35 29 190 190 Smal1er 1/2 each
240 75 31.3 145 142
Livingstone Broughton 161 89 55 139 135 Larger American
Forest 212 60 160 160 Smaller Foreign
Sannernin 196 65 33 160 160 Same 3/4 American
Reading 160 45 28 154 160 Larger American
729 199 38.5 155.3 148. 8
Logan Mt. Pulaski 175 85 48 80 -240 * 80-200 * Larger American
Prairie Cr'k 170 85 50 160 160 tt Am. and Foreign
345 170 49.3 160 160



















—  23 Nationality of 
renters, Ameri­
can or Foreign
McDonough Sciota 102 50 30 140 130 Smaller American
McHenry Don 200 — 90 120 140 Same ForeignRichmond 132 00 45 157 140 t! ftGraf'ton 275 140 50 loo 100 »» IIRiley 172 33 19 140 150 Smaller IfAlden 109 22 13 120 172 Larger It748 255 34 141.4 155
McLean Allin 140 o o 43 140 150 Smaller AmericanTowander 140
5 ( V
35 100 220 Larger ttMartin all 50 100 100 Same 1/3 Foreign280 110 39.3 150 181.8
Macon Marva 108 95 50 100 140 Larger American
Macoupin Brighton 205 07 25 70 80 Smaller 1/2 eachNilwood 205 07 25 70 80 Same American445 195 43.8 93.5 132.5
i Marshall Belle Plain 138 80 58 100 100 Same Foreign
Mason Mani t o 120 90 75 200 100 Larger AmericanMason City 150 120 80 100 120 Smaller II270 210 77.7 177.7 137.1
Mercer Ohio Grove 150 53 35 150 151 Larger 2/3 AmericanN. Henderson 120 95 79 185 loo It Foreign270 148 54.8 105.5 150.7
Montgomery Raymond
9
208 30 11 80 80 Sma11er Equal
Morgan 10, 8-19 10 vof-all 50 200 100 Smaller American
I S ,  10 290 100 34 100 40 It tt
ifc = = = -= = ^ ....... '■....... . "'ijjrh1 ■ '■■■ =
14, 11 100 20 20 125 100 If II
(T * -




















13, 8 178 109 61 106 116 Same American
lt>, 10 140 100 71 160 120 Larger It708 329 46.4 116. 9 93.1
Moultrie Lovington 232 105 45 150 40-300* Larger American
Lowe 144 70 48 160 120 n tt
376 175 465 153.8 —
Ogle Maryland 170 91 53 130 130 — 1/2 Each
Brookville 82 35 42 128 110 Smaller American
White Rock 130 80 61 200 160 Larger 1/2 Each
Pine Creek 72 35 48 160 160 Sma11er American
Lincoln 164 28 17 104 132 Larger tl
Byron 156 40 29 155 135 Same tt
754 309 40.9 143.5 139.7
Peoria Brimri eld 158 66 41 143 128 Same American
Radnor 290 30 10 100 80 tl it
448 96 21.4 115. 1 113
; Piatt Sangamon 190 114 60 157 180 Larger American
Pike New Salem 200 100 50 80 -160* 80-160* American
Pope 14, 5-1/2 Tp> .  92 5 5 120 40 Larger American
15, 6 & 7 220 60 27 100 60 It tt
312 65 2 0 .8 105.9 58.4
Randolph 4, 8* _ __ _ — . » ______- 80 -100* 80-100* Larger Foreign5, 5 150 30 16 90-100* 80-120* tt American
5, 10 1000 600 60 100* 75* It Am. and Foreign
V, 7 100 25 25 150 100 It Amer i can
5, 8 200 25 12 100 80 ft tt
8 , 5 40 8 20 90 130 Smaller tt






















Richland Claremont 180 36 20 80 80 Larger American
Noble 192 64 33 80 80 Smaller t i
372 100 26. 8 80 80
Hock Island Cordova 78 41 52 80-160* 160 Larger American
Hampton 244 69 28 84 100 Smaller 11
Bowltng 160 25 15 140 100 Same Foreign
482 135 28.0 106. 1 118.2
Saline Eldorado 200 100 50 80 40 SmalLer American
Galatin 400 40 10 80 40 Same n
Harrisburg 200 75 37 40-200* 80 Larger t i800 215 26. 8 80 40
Sangamon Tlliopolis . 99 63 64 160 160 Smaller Amer ican
Shelby Big Spring 200 40 20 80 80 Smaller American
St. Clair Mascoutah 170 73 43 25-250* Larger Foreign
New Athens 126 50 40 95 100 Smaller i t
296 123 41.5 95 100
Stark Elmire 110 30 27 160 160 Same American
Toulon 150 30 20 40-100* 80 Larger I I
West Jersey 132 16 13 165 120 t ! II
392 78 19.9 162. 7 120
Tazewell Boynton 150 30 20 128 126 Larger- Foreign
Union Alto 180 41 22 128 160 larger Foreign
Vermillion Butler 360 75 130 120 Smaller Foreign
Warren Sumner 100 60 60 160 160 Larger Equal























Eerwick 113 55 48 197 195 Larger Equal
213 115 53.9 179.6 176.7
White Car mi 224 30 13 100 400 Smaller American
White ----— --- 14 80 40-100* I i
Whiteside Tampico 119 37 31 120 100 Smaller Foreign
Ster ling 123 46 37 100 100 Same American
Fenton 98 43 45 60 60 Smaller If
Garden Plain 179 100 56 80 120 It Foreign
519 226 43.5 90.1 101.2
Will Mo nee 300 21 7 120 130 Larger For., German
Wheatland —  - — 33 - 1 / 5 180 160 I Foreign
Florence 168 45 26 137 140 Smaller Amer ican
Heed 34 20 58 160 100 Larger Foreign
Peotone 140 50 35 160 180 Same i i
Homer 183 75 40 125 80 Smaller American
Manhattan 136 52 38 80-160* 160 tt 1/2 Each
New Lenox 160 32 20 100 120 Same Foreign
1121 295 26.3 127.6 126
Williamson 10, 3 300 65 22 70 60 Larger American
Winnebago Xania 90 11 12 152 120 Larger American
Harrison 80 30 37 190 200 L " ft
New Milford 72 30 41 160 100 Same Foreign
Cherry Val'y 100 40 40 160 160 Smaller It
342 111 32.2 164.9 150.6
Woodford Clayton 180 135 75 128 128 Larger American
Washington Johannesburg 154 53 34 } 20 120 Larger American
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Table T. shows the returns by counties and townships. The iirst column of figures 
gives the total number of farms in each township. Tt i3 noticeable that the numbers differ a 
good deal. This may be accounted for in several ways. First, the townships vary in size, 
some being much larger than others even in the same county. There is a large difference in the 
average size of farms, which fact would of itself account for a considerable variation in the 
number of farms. For example in Keene township in Adams county 280 is given as the number of 
farms in the township, with an average size of 85 acresj while Beverly township in the same 
county has only 148 farms, but they average 147 acres for all the farms and 179 acres lor those 
rented. The number of farms is also affected by the presence-of a town or city in a township, 
by the presence of coal-mines, large swamps and uncultivated tracts of land. The number of 
farms may be quite readily counted up by one who is well acquainted in a township, ana it is 
probable that the returns in this column are generally quite correct.
The number ol rented farms is les3 likely to be accurately reported tnan the total 
number of farms» because the assessor must depend on his general acquaintance with the township 
rather than on his book3 to make an accurate report. But the general result may be regarded as 
approximately correct.
The percentage of rented farms is obtained from the two preceding columns and its 
value depends entirely upon the accuracy of the former.
The average size of all farms might in all cases have been returned from the asse3-
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TAELS 2.
Returns by Counties, Compared with Census Statistics.
Counties. 1880 1890 _________ 1826_______ _______TaTvqc Mo-
F/ifrns.
f?E rtT£  O
Ff\\?ns
%  F/mns 
ffeWTEO
flv. $i z. £
F /w ns
T o t  a -  Ho. 
J a f fn a .
R e n t c o
F=/»f?rr^. teKS >5jz.e Total F/mnsRtLPQfTTEp f?E.rtT£D Fa  R n s . 7 °Fa h  n s  H EH*r £ o S l Z . £f?EHT£.Q FpflrtS .
Adams 4026 1247 51.0 118 5955 1564 ■54.5 121 1096 445 40.4 105.2 1 1 5 . 6
Alexander 711 529 46.5 84 777 °  K 41.6 102
Bond 190S 578 50.4 117 1908 754 -CQ cw '  • t- 119 750 r> r-; <-•>C c c 44.1 110.7 105.2
Boone 1408 507 21.8 124 1557 . 454 s: 9 c; 128 821 259 29.1 125.5 151.5
Brown 1475 552 28.9 115 1590 506 51.8 116
Bureau 5657 1154 51.0 147 8289 1241 58.5 158 767 855 45.7 124.5 158.8
Calhoun 1076 277 25.7 ISO 1040 565 56.1 145
Carroll 1785 296 16.6 152 1829 582 51.8 154 851 98 27.9 165.1 190.6
Cass 1582 558 68.9 159 1541 615 45.7 159
Champaign 5022 1986 KOKJtJ 124 4562 1595 86.6 154 1141 458 40.1 142.8 189.8
Christian 5825 1748 45.7 111 £114 1482 47.6 151
Clark 2741 775 28.2 106 5067 991 ■ R p  K 96 600 202 ■55.7 60.5 50.1
Clay 2095 556 25.6 121 2164 641 29.6 115 440 61 15.9 65.7 67.4
Clinton 2159 794 56.8 125 1922 848 44.1 152 ry o  C\c c c 157 48.7 181.0 126.1
Coles 2976 1051 ■54.6 108 2722 1048 58.5 115 498 295 59.2 102.7 99.6
TABLE 2. (continued)
Counties. iOoU 1890 i on ^Total Ho- ?f\ f? P15 Farms '  RtrlTta FaRMS- ToTRL rto. F/»P?Nd. f? ErtTE D MRMS .Vm FAflrus TteprrEO V. n5i2-E Farms Total Fms Repo ftted RemtepFarms > Fa f?ns Rehted /W.^Sixe /W- 3 i i-£ Farms. |/?*rrreo FArs-
Cook 4754 1562 52.9 114 4595 1719 •59.1 87 177 70 59.0 125.0 115.0
Crawford 1977 485 •24.5 120 2275 744 •52.7 116 500 100 55.0 120.0 48.0
Sutherland 1791 456 25.5 114 2275 708 51.1 90
De Kalb 2657 60S 22.9 151 2717 926 •54.1 155 514 90 28.9 142.2 155.2
De Witt 2055 786 58.2 127 1859 842 45.5 142 200 99 49.5 167.0
Douglas 1851 615 555sV*-' • ^ 151 2047 872 42.6 127
■Dupage 1695 526 51.0 119 1671 699 41.8 118 895 494 9v • 4. 114.5 159.6
Edgar 2785 982 55.6 159 5018 1510 45.4 152 455 208 48.0 112.4 160.0
Edwards 704 102 14.5 174 1189 276 25.2 116 171 80.0 80.0
Ef finghat 2274 550 25.5 114 2258 619 27.6 116 200 55 17.0 100.0 60.0
Fayette 5412 988 28.9 106 5417 1157 55.5 1-10
Ford 2158 955 44.7 159 1965 1056 52.8 148 752 586 52.8 162.7 140 .-2
Franklin 2566 661 27.9 88 2642 805 50.4 84 400 100 25.0 60.0 40.0
Fulton 4200 1254 29.8 119 4009 1527 SK 1 o <•-> • _L 127 500 180 56.0 109.6 110.7
Gallatin 1160 550 28.4 101 1751' 755 45.6 100
Greene 2015 756 57.5 1 foco loo 2514 1048 45.5 147
TABLE £. (continued) »0
Counties. 1830 1890 1896
To t a l  Flo. 
f a f t r i s
J=?£HT£D
f a p n s
JafARns
R e n t e d
/|y. S u e
F f l f f n s .  |
T o t ^ l  Pi*, 
f a  ft m s .
R t M T E D  
f a f t r l  6
%  Fa
R e n t e d
P \l-S\T& 
f a f t r i s
r U .




P C N T C P
A  v .  5  » Z- £ A v  ■ <5 i x g
F?£H T£pFH s
Grundy 1781 111 40.2 140 1604 750 52.0 149 140 74 54.0 160.0 150.0
Hamilton 2549 646 27.5 38 2852 914 ■51.1 80 500 200 40.0 60.0 40.0
Hancock 4296 1558 c l  . 0 107 5643 1150 .•Eh; t 124 400 75 18.0 40.0
Hardin 597 146 24.5 104 924 528 105
Henderson 1561 592 55.1 162 1500 501 58.5 164
Henry 5641 444 27.0 158 5071 1094 55.6 152 - 755 ■559 48.9 152.5 117.8
Iroquois 4774 580 58.8 151 4406 1891 42.9 155 700 518 45.4 171.2 157.5
Jackson 2407 488 59.4 101 2557 905 55.4 109 56 20 55.0 140.0 90.0
Jasper 2155 542 24.1 117 ■2595 710 27.4 100
Jefferson 2626 670 22.5 105 5198 1042
♦
52.6 90
Jersey 1515 500 29.5 141 1529 654 41.5 152
Jo Daviess 2529 958 15.0 157 2417 449 18.6 147 190 14 7.0 125.0 200.0
Johnson 1875 422 26.0 92 2055 592 28.8 101
Kane 2578 1541 22 .8 146 2561 897 •57.7 154 115 57 49.0 200 .0 240.0
Kankakee 2681 •582 25.0 145 2489 884 55.5 182 427 45 10.1 99.0 122.7
Kendall 1471 795 54.0 156 1288 462 55.9 156 404 150 57.1 160.0 147.1
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TAELS 2. (continued)
Counties. ---------THj_QH(J 1890 1896Tottu. HaF/?RM3 RentedF/tffns TYflfins/TENTED Av Jize F/IRrTJ To r/u. No. F/jffne F?£rtTEDF/TRH6 Rented /Iv/.^ IXEfAnns Total F^pms R'p 't 'o Fpe/iTTEDFa r  ns. %  Ta  Rns Retngo A v -S i z e  F/1 fins /Jv- -Sixe.ffetiTEafAis.
Knox cS25 2270 28 #S 1 c5 2802 959 • She c. o « kJ 146 772 249 52.0 91.9
Lake 2279 1502 18.5 116 2294 581 24.5 115 504 145 28.4 156.5 145. 8
La Salle 499.82 872 80.9 187 4592 1707 57.2 149 755 255 •X7- Q o « c? 155.5 128.5
Lawrence 1751 586 21.8 115 1865 28.2 105 550 45 12.9 91.4 126.7
Lee 5082 1978 25.7 147 2877 900 55.6 154 •240 75 51.5 145.0 142.0
Livingston 5261 1264 45.1 124 4596 1909 45.4 142 ' 729 199 58.5 155.5 148.8
Logan 2585 <1it 50.4 147 2191 1085 49.4 165 •545 170 49.-5 160.0 160.0
.McDonough 2981 1465 117 2895 1072 £7.0 121 162 50 50.0 140.0 150-.0
Me Henry 2857 622 20.7 155 2816 995 oc.- « U 140 # 948 ■255 54.0 141.4 155.0
Me Lean 5466 606 56.1 154 4994 2072 41.5 145 280 no 59.5 150.0 181.8
Macon 2872 849 44.0 125 .2704 1280 47-5 127 168 95 56.0 160.0 140.0
Macoupin 4044 199 52.7 129 4087 1509 ■57.4 127 445 195 .44.5 95.5 182.5
Madison 5810 492 58.4 109 5805 1692 44.5 110
Marion 2686 665 co. 2 115 2726 780 28.6 109
Marshall 1600 478 57.8 154 1551 719 47.0 161 158 SO 58.0 160.0 160.0
Mason 1828 1111 46.4 147 1672 847 50.6 167 270 210 77.7 177.7 157.1# Percentage not obtain;ed from: these fig ures, 728 used.
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TAELS 2. (continued)
Counties. 1880 11 1890 1896 J
ToTAu l id . 
F / \ R n s .
R E N T E D
F A R M S -
* J S f\ R r \ s
'It e h t e p
Aw- S i t e  
Fa r m s .
Tot * u  H o -  
Fa  r m s .
R e n t e d
F q R n s .
%f?e|MTtc 
r,a r m s .
/ Iv .  >3 i x e  
F a r m s
H o .  Fa r m s  
R e p o r t e d
R e n t e d  
Fa r  n s
^  Fa r m s  
R e n t e d
4 v .  >5 n e  
Fa r m s .
A v *
FtertTEpFris.
Massac 950 21 .8 98 1154 542 CIO . o  C v  • g 105 270 148 54.8 - . - 186.7
Menard 1681 768 55.6 159 1272 460 •56.2 151
Mercer 2285 910 29.4 151 2055 686 55.7 151
Monroe 1455 954 52.3 118 1-455 605 41.4 156
.Montgomery 6145 1111 55.8 151 Kr O' 1257 58.9 129 268 s o 11 .0 80.0 80.0
Morgan 2814 uCkj 55.0 127 '  2604 915 55.1 157 708 529 46.4 116.9 95.1
Moultrie 1955 768 59.7 107 1880 748 89.8 110 576 175 46*5 155.8
Ogle r? rye*' 0  fC.'O & 910 28.2 141 ■2988 1158 58.1 145 754 509 40.9 145.5 159.7
Peoria 2956 954 51.6 115 2754 1028 57.6 152 443 96 21.4 115.1 115.0
Perry 1754 596 22 .8 107 1815 568 O i 115
Piatt 1812 788 45.5 189 1899 908 47.5 147 190 114 60.0 157.0 180.0
Pike 5650 1205 55.0 5454 1426 41.5 155 200 100 50.0
Pope 1881 561 50.0 102 1896 481 25.4 107 512 65 20 .8 105.9 58.4
Pulaski 885 244 28.0 82 1152 425 g§ 9 75 »
Putnam 741 264 8 6 .0 119 590 ■298 56«9 167
P.andolpc 2551 688 27.0 128 ■2888 768 .XO .5s 125 1490 688 46.2 105.4 77.2
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TABLE 2. (continued)























Av, 5 i z-e RentedFKs.
Richland _ 6 .405 22.0 114 1907 464 24.5 105 572 100 ft 80.0 80.0
Rock Island 1828 465 25.5 141 1890 575 50.5 125 482 155 28.0 106.1 118.2
St. Glair 8518 1277 58.5 111 5811 1504 45.4 112 296 125 41.5 95.0 100.0
Saline 1912 545 28.4 82 266f 879 88.0 82 800 215 26.8 80.0 40.0
Sangamon .4015 1514 5 7 . 7 151 5909 1655 42.0 157 99 65 64.0 160.0 160.0
Schuyler 1929 445 25.1 151 2168 696 ■52.1 128
Scott 1046 546 oo. 1 155 1095 426 58.9 155
Shelby 4265 1702 CC Qt . t-J . tj 108 4052 1455 56.0 108 200 40 20.0 80.0 80.0
Stark 1280 455 55.8 159 1258 474 58.5 154 592 78 19.9 162.7 120.0
Stephonson 5099 775 25.0 112 2878 856 29.1 120
Tazewell 2800 975 84.7 ISO 2689 1118 41.6 156 150 •SO 20.0 128.0 126.0
Union 1675 424 •25.5 100 2206 864 ■59.2 100 180 41 f~, r. r 128.0 160.0
Vermillion 5995 1564 54.1 157 4161 1717 41.5 151 560 75.0 150.0 120.0
Wabash 928 170 18.5 150 1109 278 25.1 115
Warren 2519 850 7tJu . / ISO 2256 948 42.0 150 215 115 55.9 179.6 176.7
^ r =
TABLE 2. (continued)
Counties. 1880 , I 1 £(QA 199&
Totau  Hd. Farms. RentedFarms. faFAH MS RENTE D
Av-5)x.e| Farms |tItal rt o .  Farms.
Rented 
FARMS •% Rented Tar ms
Av. S i%£ Farms rid.Farms Reported
tfENTEDFarms




Av. 5 i Z- £ 
Rented faffM-s.
Washington 2504 778 51.1 117 861 56.9 122 279 78 27.9 120.0 107.2
Wayne 5011 690 22.9 95 5588 967 26.9 94 3W 114 50.0 60.0 54.0
White 2544 680 29.0 105 6050 1256 40.8 99 224 SO 15.0 100.0 400.0
Whitaside 2905 852 28.6 156 2675 992 57.1 150 519 226 45.5 90.1 101.2
W ill 5665 946 25.8 144 o4co 1145 *JC • o 158 • 1121 295 cn r-CO . 0 127.6 126.0
Williamson ■2555 586 22.9 86 2948 855 -28.5 87 ■500 65 22.0 70.0 60.0
Winnebago 2505 511 20.4 128 ■2228 676 50.5 140 642 111 52.4 164.9 150.6
Woodford -2600 911 55.0 127 2551 969 42.1 155 180 155 75.0 128.0 128.0
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sors' books and no doubt was so taken in some cases. Most of the returns, however, give the 
answer in "round numbers j "but these, corning a3 tney do from persons well informed on the sub­
ject, are doubtless fairly accurate.
The last column of figures in this table gives the average size ol rented iarms and
was obtained in the same way as the preceding columns. The last two,, columns indicate the opin­
ions of assessors as to the growth in the size of farms and the nationality oi tenants, and are 
only valuable as "side lights" in interpreting the returns in the other columns.
Table TI. is made up from Table T. and the census reports of l«<bO ana lb90. Tt gives
the total number o± farms, the number of rented farms, the percentage of rented farms ana the
average size ol' larms for 1880 and 1890 by counties. Tt also gives the data reported in the 
University investigation. This last, as has been said, includes the total number of farms re­
ported, the percentage of rented farms in the total number reported, the average size of all 
farms reported and the average size of rented farms reported. The part of Table TT. which 
give3 the census returns for 1880 and 1890 is taken from table 90 ol the volume ol the bleventf 
Census on Farms and Homes. The first two columns for 1880 give the total number ol larms ana, 
the number of rented larms in each county; while the corresponding columns lor 1890 give the 
total number or farm families and the number oi farm-renting families. The results ol tiiis 
table were used here rather than the table giving the number of farms for 1890, because the re­
sults of
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TABLE NO. ITT. Comparative Table for Illinois.
Total number Rented Per cent Average Average size
Year of farms size of of
of farms .farms rented farms rented farms
1680 255,741 60,244 31.38 124
Farm families - Rt . fm. families - /£. r t. fm. fa ms.
1890 252,953 92,888 35. 72 127
Farms returned-Rt. fms. ret'ned- ^ rt. fms. ret'nd
1898 32,382 11,881 85.55 118 100.7
suits of this table were more reliable. The director of the census oi' 1690, in explaining 
this point, says that the number of farms reported for 1660 was le33 than the number of farm
families for the same year and the comparison of this with 1690 "without question makes the in­
crease of farm tenancy, where increase is snown, generally appear greater than it nas been in 
reality." And he adds that in order to allow ror this discrepancy about three per cent should • 
be added to the percentage of rented farms as reported in 1660. The figures in Table T l .  tor 
1660 have not been changed but 3tand a3 reported in the census.
in the University investigation. The column for 1696 also gives the number of rented farms re­
turned, which is not shown for the other years aa it does not appear in the census.
56.65 in 1696. The percentage of farm-renting families for 1690 was 56.72 #, but the number oi 
rented farms for the same date was 54 #. Thus we find a gradual increase in the percentage of 
tenantry from 1660 to 1696. The largest percentage appears in Logan county, which shows 50.4# 
in 1660; 49.4# in 1690 and 49.5# in 1696. Jo Daviess county has the smallest percentage, be­
ing 15# in 1660, 16.6# in 1690 and only 7# in 1696. From a comparison of the percentage of 
tenant farmers with the acre value of land we rind that the counties with the most productive 
soil have generally a large percentage o± tenantry.*. Logan county with its 51.76# of tenant
Table ITT. shows that the percentage of rented farms increased from 51.56 in 1660 to
*3ee map, page 36
MAP showing percentage of tenant farming and average value of an 
acre of land in each county. Taken from the census of lb90.
a
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farmers in 1890 had an average acre value of $55.91. Tn Cook county the average value of land 
is the highest in the State while the percentage of tenantry is only 58.23. But here many of 
the farms enumerated are almost in the city of Chicago and the average value per acre for the 
whole county is greatly increased. Tn Jo Daviess county, where the percentage of farm renters 
is the smallest in the State, the average value of land is 830.01 per acre. But in the adjoin­
ing counties of Stephenson and Carroll, land i3 valued at $55.41 and $4o.l9 per acre, respec­
tively. All through the northern and central parts of the State the price of land ranges high 
and the percentage of tenantry is also high. Tn the southern part, on the other hand, land is 
cheaper ard the percentage of farm renting is small.
The census of 1880 gives the average size of farms for the whole State as 124 acres, 
the census for 1890 gives it at 12V acres and the average of the farms returned in 1890 i3 
H o  acres. But the average size in 1850 was 158 acres, in looO i^o acres, arid in 1870 128 
acres, and continu^g the series down to 1890 we find a gradual decrease in size, with the 
single exception of 1890 when the average is given as larger than in the ten preceding years. 
This rather indicates that the figures of the census of 1890 may be wrong and tnat farms are 
still growing smaller. However that may be, if farms have grown larger the increase has been 
very slight, as is shown in Table TT. From the column in Table T. showing the average size of 
farms and from the corresponding columns for 1880 and 1890 in Table TT., we find that the size 
of farms has only slightly increased, if at all. We may conclude, then, that land concentra-
.........  .......— — = = = —  — — .....— — ......................  ....................  4U '
tion does not appear to threaten Illinois. A study of the data further shows that tenant 
farming is, indeed, gradually increasing in Illinois, but that the tenants are independent 
farmers, sometimes the children of the owners of the land, who are neither held down nor op­
pressed by the landlords. There is no indication of a large land-owning class like those of
Greece and Rome and England. Most of the rented farms are probably owned by retired farmers
\
who have accumulated enough to live on and the extent of whose ownership is generally meas­
ured by two,or three medium-sized farms. We are enjoying the land system of small farm 
proprietors corresponding to the systems that flourished in the older countries when they 
I were at the height of their power, and whose downfall had such an important influence in the 
destruction of the state. The changed conditions that exist at the present time in Illinois 
and the United States make it probable that this system will continue and, from what we have 
been able to gather from the figures given in the tables above, it seems that there is no in­
dication of it3 being broken up.
The following quotation from Bryce*describes the conditions existing in the United 
States which nay be regarded as corresponding to,those in Illinois. "Taking the country as 
a whole, there is no indication of any serious change to large properties. In the South, 
large plantations are more rare than before the war, and much of the cotton crop is raised 
by peasant farmers, as the increase in the number of farms returned in 1&90 proves. Tt is of 
course possible that cultivation on a large scale may in some regions turn out to be more
*The American Commonwealth, Vol. II., p. &57. • • • •------ ------ --- ------ r.~........... - ~ .'I
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profitable than that of small freeholders; agrioulture as an art may still be in its infancy, 
ana science may alter the conditions of production in this highly inventive country. But at 
present nothing seems to threaten that system of small proprietors tilling tne soil they live 
on, which so greatly contributes to the happiness and stability of the commonwealth. The 
motives which in Europe induce rich men to buy large estates are here wholly wanting, for no 
one gains either political power or social status by becoming a landlord.
